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ABSTRACT

Applications of neutron and gamma transport codes to the design of nuclear techniques
for detecting concealed explosive material are discussed. The methodology of integrating
radiation transport computations in the development, optimization and analysis phases of
these new technologies is addressed. Transport and Monte Carlo codes are used for proof
of concept, guide the system integration, reduce the extent of experimental program and
provide insight into the physical problems involved. The paper concentrates on detection
techniques based on thermal and fast neutron interactions in the interrogated object.

Introduction

Nuclear techniques play an increasingly more important role in non-destructive analysis
of material composition, from coal and oil shales to mineral ores. Over the last decade,
methods based on thermal neutron activation (TNA) and pulsed fast neutron analysis
(PFNA) have been introduced for the detection of explosive and contraband concealed
in small and large packages, cargo containers and trucks [1]. In TNA, a continuous flux
of thermal neutrons is used to penetrate luggage or other relatively small packages. The
neutrons are absorbed by some of the constituent nuclei which, in turn, emit gamma
rays. By analyzing the emitted prompt gamma ray spectrum, the elemental content of
the examined package can be determined. In the TNA system one searches mainly for
the characteristic 10.82 MeV prompt gamma rays emitted by the relatively high atomic
density of nitrogen characteristic to explosive materials.
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The PFNA technique is designed to detect the presence of contraband and explosive
materials in any sample, including large ones such as trucks and cargo containers. The
method consists of irradiating the container with a nanosecond pulsed beam of fast neu-
trons while detecting simultaneously the energy spectrum of the gamma rays resulting
from inelastic neutron scattering in the various constituents of the interrogated volume.
Using the known information about the beam configuration and the pulse duration, to-
gether with neutron time of flight measurements provides a direct three-dimensional image
of the elemental composition of the interrogated sample.

In the current version of the PFNA technique [2], neutron pulses are produced in an
appropriate accelerator by the nuclear interaction of deutrons with a deuterium target.
The deutrons are accelerated in narrow, nanosecond wide bunches, and thus produce mo-
noenergetic nanosecond pulses of neutrons. Most of the neutrons are generated in the
forward direction due to kinematics of the nuclear reactions. The spatial shape of the
neutron beam is defined by a mechanical collimator that removes the neutrons gener-
ated outside a desired angular opening. The energy and temporal shape of the neutron
distribution in the interrogated sample uniquely define the 3-D spatial resolution of the
detection system.

The design optimization of both the TNA and PFNA methods calls for extensive
coupled neutron/gamma transport calculations in two and three dimensional geometries.
Some problems necessitate also the solution of the time-space transport equation in thick
targets. A variety of reactor computations codes are available which are suitable for these
optimization problems. One of the most efficient methods is based on Si '-ing the linear
version of the deterministic transport equation as is commonly done in deep penetration
shielding codes such as the DORT/TORT [3j. For this reason, the DORT/TORT code
system has been extensively used for the design and performance analysis of nuclear
based techniques. In particular, these transport codes are used for shielding design and
to simulate the neutron and gamma flux distribution in the interrogated sample.

The accuracy of the transport calculations depends largely on the choice of the number
of groups, the spatial mesh size and the level of the Pn and Sn approximation. In order
to validate the predictions, results of several benchmark problems have been verified
against experimental data and results obtained by the MCNP [4] and the MORSE [5]
Monte Carlo codes. This paper presents the methodology of applying Monte Carlo and
radiation transport methods for the design and optimization of nuclear based techniques
for explosive detection.

Results

All nuclear based inspection systems can be described by three basic components: a source
of probing radiation, usually an accelerator or radioactive source: an interrogated object,
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such as a suitcase, cargo container or a truck and; detectors to measure the attenuated and
scattered probing and induced radiations. System integration and optimization involve an
extensive computational study of each of these components. This section presents selected
results to demonstrate the application of reactor physics codes to the design, shielding,
and licensing of TNA and PFNA systems.

Design Analysis

In TNA applications, thermal neutrons from a moderated 252Cf radioisotopic source, d-
D or a d-Be source are used. An important goal of the simulation effort in this case
is to design an effective moderator assembly to provide the maximum thermal neutron
flux in the interrogated area. There is a variety of codes which can be used for these
optimization, ranging from the ID discrete ordinate ANISN code to 2-D and 3-D discrete
ordinate codes (DORT and TORT) or the MORSE and MCNP Monte Carlo codes. To
minimize computational costs an attempt was made to use the ANISN code whenever
the system geometry could be approximated by a ID configuration. Comparison between
the ANISN predictions and MORSE and MCNP results in ID geometry has shown a
very close agreement as demonstrated in Fig. 1 depicting the energy dependent neutron
leakage flux from a 10 cm D2O sphere containing a point 2S2Cf source at its center.

The DORT code was applied in 2-D configurations representing the source moderation
and mechanical support systems. To verify the DORT code, a 2-D problem was run
consisting of a finite polyethylene cylinder with a point 252Cf source at its center. The
poly cylinder was located at a distance of 15 cm above a large cylindrical sand box. Figure
2 compares the the thermal flux radial distributions predicted by the DORT (symbols)
and MCNP (lines) codes at various depths in the sand. Agreement to within 10% is
obtained. The differences are attributed mainly to the different cross section libraries
applied in the two programs.

Proper design of the source moderator in a TNA system must take into consideration
the neutron thermalization in the interrogated sample. Over-moderation of the source
neutrons may result in excessive attenuation in the sample. On the other hand, under-
moderated neutrons may penetrate through the sarrnle with minimal interaction, resulting
in low detection sensitivity. To study the effect of the sample on the thermal flux in the
system cavity the thermal flux distributions were calculated in three types of suitcases
containing cellulose with density 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 g/cc. Figure 3 shows that the thermal
flux increases with increasing suitcase density, indicating that the neutrons in the cavity
are under-moderated. Placing a sample of explosive material in any of the suitcases
was shown to reduce the thermal flux locally near the explosive material as a result of
neutron absorption and scattering by hydrogen which is present there in a relatively high
concentration. The optimal moderation assembly is obviously the one that maximize the
effect of the explosive material on the thermal neutron flux in the cavity.
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There are various optimization issues which require a complete and accurate time
dependent modeling of a PFNA system. These include neutron attenuation and buildup
in the interrogated voxel; the angular distribution of gamma rays resulting from neutron
interactions in the sample; background radiation from neutron scattering in the shielding
and collimation material and; gamma ray absorption and scattering in the sample and in
the shielding material. In order to determine the system's performance and to guide a
parallel experimental program, a systematic computations were carried out using MCNP.
A typical geometry consisted of a high energy neutron beam impinging on the surface of
a truck (3 mm thick iron). The truck volume modeled is 2.6 m thick (along the beam
line), 2.5 m wide and 3.3 m high. The spatial and temporal distribution of neutrons and
gamma radiation in the truck were calculated for a large range of cargo compositions.

Figure 4 shows typical gamma "signals" in two 100 keV intervals in which carbon, and
nitrogen lines may be present. The signals in this case result from neutron interactions
in explosive concealed in a truck containing machine tools. The cargo machine tools is
modeled by a series of iron boxes, each of dimensions 85 cm (along the beam line) x 80 cm
(lateral) x 100 cm high, with walls 1 cm thick. The central box is assumed to contain a
cylindrical load of C4 explosive. Figure 4 show the signals detected by a gamma detector
located above the center of the truck. The explosive signal "arrive" at the detector at 88
ns and is recognized by the typical intensity ratios in the different energy regions. The
peaks shown at 55 and 75 ns are due to gamma produced in the iron load. The figure
demonstrates the plethora of information which could be obtained from accurate modeling
of the system.

Shielding

There are several identifiable sources of radiation during the operation of a PFNA system,
among them neutrons produced in the accelerator target, neutrons and gamma rays from
the interrogated area, x-ray generated inside the accelerator due to free electrons inter-
acting with the accelerator's tube and neutrons and gamma rays generated by deutrons
interaction in the tube. Each of these radiation sources must be shielded to limit the dose
rate to below the accepted limit. The ANISN [7] and DORT codes were applied, along
with DABL69 library (46 neutron groups and 20 gamma groups).

The one-dimensional ANISN code was mainly employed to assess the types and thick-
nesses of shielding materials required around the neutron production target. In order to
simulate the energy and angular dependence of the source neutrons, different types of
neutron sources were used, based on the known energy distribution of neutrons resulting
from the D(d,n)3He reaction in the target.

The code DORT was used for designing the accelerator shielding. First a series of
calculations and measurements were carried out to establish the spatial distribution of the
neutron source along the deutrons beam in the accelerator's tube. Several distributions
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Table 1: Comparison between DORT predictions and measured dose rates

Location

1
2
3
4
5
6

Measured Dose
(mrem/hr)

260
620
150
30
10

400

Calculated Dose
(mrem/hr)

305
635
145
30
13

470

were computed in order to match the measured dose around the accelerator. Table 1
presents, for several locations near the accelerator, a comparison between the measured
and calculated dose rates for the postulated neutron line source inside the accelerator's
tank. Locations 1 to 5 are near the accelerator tank while point 6 is near the target.
The DORT computations enable the design of a cost effective shielding using an optimal
combination of borated water and paraffin layers.

Licensing Computations

A PFNA system for the detection of concealed contraband in cargo containers must com-
ply with licensing and registration requirements that apply to nuclear-based devices. The
regulatory requirements cover both safety issues regarding operating personnel, workers
and members of the public who might have to spend time in close proximity of the device,
and issues emanating from its effects on the contents of the inspected object, in particular,
on food. A sequence of computations were applied to deal with these issues.

The TORT and ORIGEN2 codes were applied to determine the intensity of residual
radiation in the the content of the inspected containers. In this combination, the first code
is used to solve the neutron flux in the sample and the second to analyze the activation
of the various elements resulting from this flux. The highest thermal flux value in highly
hydrogenous cargo was calculated to be about 10s n/cm2-sec. Deutron breakup and other
reactions contribute about 15% of the incident neutrons at lower energies. A conser-
vative value of 1.5 x 10s n/cm2-sec was, therefore, assumed for calculating the induced
radioactivity by the ORIGEN2 code.

Effective cross sections required for ORIGEN2 computations were approximated by

<rt,j = THERM-(ro + RES • / + FAST -<rf (1)

where ero is the 2,200 m/sec monoenergetic neutron absorption cross section, 07 is the
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fast cross section for all non-resonant reactions with threshold > 1 MeV, and / is the
resonance integral. The terms THERM, RES and FAST in eq. (1) are numerical
constants which are calculated in DORT/TORT using the DABL69 library (6], starting
with an incident flux of fast neutrons (7.4 - 8.2 MeV) at the surface of the inspected
object. The THERM parameter is used to correct for the fact that the thermal neutrons
are not monoenergetic. RES and FAST are used to weigh the epithermal and fast cross
sections relative to the thermal cross section.

Figure 5 compares the induced radioactivity at the surface of the container, where
mainly fast neutrons contribute, with that induced inside the container where thermal
interactions are significant. It is noted that the long term residual activity of butter is
larger than the activity in other foods. This is because the most important long lived ra-
dioisotope, which can be formed in food materials, is sodium whose activation is primarily
induced by thermal neutrons. In all the cases calculated, the residual activity resulting
was well below the limit of 0.4 Bq/g.

Conclusions

The paper shows a few specific applications of transport and Monte Carlo codes to per-
formance analysis of nuclear industrial techniques. The scope of computations cover all
phases of system development, optimization, integration, shielding and licensing. The
use of well established nuclear codes reduces the amount of experiments required and
enhances the level of physical understanding of the complex interactions involved.

Adopting computational tools which were originally developed for reactor analysis is
not always straightforward. Particularly, cross section data, which are not commonly used
in nuclear reactor analysis, are sometimes missing or wrong in the currently available li-
braries. For instance, data related to the angular distribution of gamma rays resulting
from fast neutron inelastic scattering with carbon and oxygen had to be measured and
incorporated into a new cross section library in order to benchmark some of the compu-
tations presented in this paper.
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Figure 1 Energy dependent neutron flux at the surface of a 10 cm DjO sphere obtained
by MCNP, ANISN and MORSE codes
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Figure 2: Thermal neutron flux distributions at differ-
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Figure 4: Gamma flux from Fe boxes vs time at different
energies
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Figure 3: MORSE predictions - comparison of fluxes in
TNT and C4

Figure 5: Induced activity levels in foods
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